
 

PYTON IS SEEKING AN INNOVATIVE & EXPERIENCED BACK-END DEVELOPER 

Are you ready to innovate new & existing products and incubate new business with 
dedicated development resources and great sales teams to ensure new business 
breakthroughs?  

What you tell your friends on a party: 
Have you ever booked your travel online? Well, I am the one that makes it possible for you 
to quickly book the best rated flights & packages! Together with my team, I am working on 
software projects critical to the needs of our organization and customers. We translate 
customer needs into a robust architectural design while following code guidelines 
& together with my cool peers, I ensure quality through unit tests and peer reviews of code 
& incorporate identified improvements and actively participate in the building of the 
platform by constantly looking for improvement. 

What you actually do: 
Let's start with a good cup of coffee and chat with your colleagues about the weekend & 
the ideas you have about building an efficient team committed to innovation. At 10 
AM you'll have your daily standup, because we work according to Scrum/Agile 
methodology. You design, implement and maintain highly visible and user facing features 
and projects & design and develop large-scale distributed services. Reviewing user stories 
and translate this to customer needs by identifying existing and new functionalities is very 
common to you. We adhere strictly to code guidelines, ensure code supports architectural 
design and writing codes according to solid guidelines. You perform unit tests of code and 
revise codes as required. We continuously integrate re-useable components.   

Your profile:  

 Bachelor degree in Computer Science or equivalent practical experience 

 Programming skills in C#, SQL, JSON, XML, elastic search, NOSQL data bases is 
preferred 

 Capable of technical deep-dives into code, networking, operating systems and 
storage  

 Strong problem diagnosis skills, ability to optimize the performance of algorithms 

 Team player and also have the ability to work on own initiative 

 Affinity with new technologies 

 Strong competencies in data structures, algorithms and software design 

 Experience adhering to Microsoft Design Patterns 

 Experience with SCRUM methodologies of development 

 Experience in API web services 

We offer:  

 Competitive remuneration package 

 25 holidays (if you promise to return) 

 a dynamic, entrepreneurial & international environment 

 nice, helpful and talented colleagues 

 space to share your new, innovative ideas 

 a vibrant work location 

 
Please be invited to contact Charleen Visser, People & Culture advisor, for more 
information about the role: +31 6 21641084 or c.visser@pyton.travel 
 
We are looking forward to your application! #Let’s shape the future of travel 
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